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The 4 P’s creativity model (person, process, press, and product) underlines how
creativity is strongly connected with the materials employed to conceive and realize
a creative outcome. As a multiform construct, it invites a wide variety of approaches
to the study of it. One of the most promising ways to address this issue is to connect
it with cognitive development and related educational pathways, as creativity can be
enhanced and stimulated in every child, leading to an improvement both at personal
and societal level. Even if creativity is recognized and highly valued, there is still a
lack of methods which can stimulate creativity in an effective way. Useful hints may
come from the outstanding contributions of Piaget and Montessori who underlined
that interaction with the physical world is a fundamental building block for cognitive
development. In this paper, starting from these fixed points, we describe some creativity
enhancing methods for children which give importance to the edge between digital and
physical materials. Digital materials open new ways to the use and integration of physical
materials with hybrid platforms which can be used in educational contexts. Together with
this perspective we provide a description of the application of these methodologies to
enhance creativity in children with Autistic Spectrum Disorder.

Keywords: educational materials, creativity, game-based learning, video-modeling, Autis Spectrum Disorder

INTRODUCTION: WHERE CREATIVITY IS

A general definition of creativity describes it as the ability to generate ideas, insights and solutions
that are original, flexible (Amabile, 1996; Sternberg and Lubart, 1996) and effective (Runco and
Jaeger, 2012). A vast body of research has been conducted in this field from different points of
view (psychological, pedagogical, educational, etc.). In brief, creativity can be understood as the
combination of several factors (Treffinger et al., 1983; Houtz and Krug, 1995a,b) of both a cognitive
(primarily related to divergent thinking) and an emotional type (primarily related to creative
personality). On the cognitive side, there is a general convergence on the notion that creative
outputs result from cognitive flexibility (flexible and divergent ways of thinking) and cognitive
persistence (persistent and systematic way of thinking) (see Dietrich and Kanso, 2010). On the
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emotional side, Williams (1994) explored the emotional-
divergent aspect of creativity, identifying the main characteristics
of personality as: (1) curiosity (the capacity to investigate
elements and ideas, finding new and not always direct and
obvious connections); (2) complexity (the tendency to look for
new alternatives and solutions to problems, to restore order
out of chaos); (3) imagination (the ability to visualize mental
images); (4) risk-taking (the inclination to act under unstructured
conditions and to defend one’s own ideas).

Creativity can be also seen as the result of interaction
between the individual, the domain, and the field. For instance,
Rhodes (1961, 1987) developed the 4 P’s model (Figure 1),
which places creativity at the interplay of four distinct strands,
i.e., process (the different stages of a creative activity), person
(the characteristics of individuals), press (the qualities of
the environment where creativity happens), and product (the
tangible or intangible outcomes of the creative process). Rhodes’
classification has become a major framework for the holistic
exploration of creativity.

However, creativity is not only the production of something
new for the entire society (like arts): creativity is often found
in an individual’s everyday activities. In this sense, literature
defines two types of creativity: Creativity and creativity. “Capital
C” creativity brings into existence something genuinely new that
receives social validation (enhances culture) and is related to
an accomplishment that consists of a clear-cut, eminent creative
contribution. “Small C” creativity refers to ideas or products that
are new to the person, but only to the person; it is therefore more
focused on everyday activities, such as those creative actions in
which everyone can be involved every day (Figure 1). Kaufman
and Beghetto (2009) add another 2 Cs to their model, including a
new category, a “little-c” for the little-c category, mini-c (Beghetto
and Kaufman, 2007), which is connected with the learning
process. Mini-c is defined as the novel and personally meaningful
interpretation of experiences, actions, and events (Beghetto and
Kaufman, 2007). Together with Mini-c they introduce Pro-c,
the developmental and effortful progression beyond little-c, not
reaching Big-C status, on professional-level expertise in creative
areas. The 5 A’s framework (Glãveanu, 2013) goes beyond the 4 P’s

FIGURE 1 | Two creativity models.

model to give a new perspective on creativity: it introduces actor,
action, artifact, audience, and affordances.

Considering these contributions, creativity is a precious
resource for the positive psychological development of all
individuals (with normative and non-normative developmental
trajectories). In these terms, mainly considering the four P’s
model and the Small C description, as shown in Figure 1,
we deal with it.

In the present paper we aim at delineating some methods
that can be applied to stimulate creativity in children with
typical and atypical developmental trajectories, employing both
digital and physical materials and joining the notable advantages
that these kinds of materials can offer. After a description of
the connection between creativity and interaction with physical
materials, we describe an application of this method to a
concrete case of atypical development. In particular we report in
section “Fostering emotion recognition to stimulate creativity by
technology in children with Autistic Spectrum Disorder (ASD)”
an example of how to stimulate creativity by promoting emotion
recognition with digital and physical materials in children with
Autistic Spectrum Disorder (ASD).

Creativity From a Developmental Point of
View
From what we said, it is clear that creativity can also be seen as a
cognitive resource along the “life-span,” starting from childhood.
Indeed, children tend to exhibit a natural disposition toward
creativity and expression; fluency (the ability to generate multiple
ideas) and flexibility develop across adolescence with distinct
trajectories for divergent thinking and insight (Kleibeuker et al.,
2013), explorative thinking characterizes middle adolescence
(Johnson and Wilbrecht, 2011). Moreover children can be
sensitive to creativity outcomes from 3 years of age, which
is quite early (Di Dio et al., 2007), and this sensitivity can
enable them to develop their creative side. In children with
atypical developmental trajectories, creativity can offer support
for adaptive processes (Hetzroni et al., 2019). If not stimulated,
creativity can diminish and follow a negative bending. For
instance, creativity diminishes by 40% between the ages of five
and seven. This is due to the beginning of formal schooling with
its educational rules which may inhibit commitment to creative
thinking and behaviors (Amabile, 1996; McCormick and Plugge,
1997). New research has also led to a new understanding of
the capacity for positive change and creative expression in the
second half of life (Cohen, 2006). In general terms, psychological
literature has highlighted that creativity can be interpreted as
an individual resource, as a potent predictor of social problem-
solving and adjustment (Ogoemeka, 2011). In other words,
creative individuals are remarkable for their ability to adapt to
almost any situation and exploit whatever possible to reach their
goals (Csikszentmihalyi, 1996).

The paths to support individual development do not always
consider creativity as a useful resource for well-being, despite
research providing evidence to this effect. The role of creativity
as a resource for individual well-being was identified: creativity
and learning are strictly connected not only during childhood
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but also during young adulthood and adulthood (see Gajda et al.,
2017); long-term participation in creative activities has benefits
for middle-aged and older people as they may improve their
adaptation to later life (Adams-Price et al., 2018).

Even if we consider childhood, which is probably the
most studied phase of development for supporting creativity
in learning contexts, there is still a lack of methods for
stimulating creativity in an effective way. In this paper we
describe some methods for enhancing creativity in children
that give importance to the fertile edge between digital and
physical materials.

Creativity: How to Stimulate It
The crucial added element in Rhode’s vision is the “press” or the
environment. This dimension focuses on the characteristics of
the environment (social, cultural, and political; Simonton, 1999)
as crucial factors for supporting/hindering creativity. In addition,
Csikszentmihalyi (1996) highlighted some environmental
features which may foster creativity, including training,
expectations, resources, recognition, and some factors which
may hinder creativity, like time pressure, evaluation, lack of
respect, and competition.

For Harris and de Bruin (2018) creativity is “an essential
aspect of teaching and learning that is influencing worldwide
educational policy and teacher practice, shaping the possibilities
of 21st-century learners”1. Unfortunately, approaches are not
always coordinated with each other and often have characteristics
of extemporaneousness and occasionality. As recent work shows,
there is a strong will to help teachers in enhancing creativity
without the need for special programs or training, encouraging
it during teachers’ regular work (Beghetto, 2013) or their work
associated with the common core (Beghetto et al., 2014; Giglio
and Cruz-Ortiz, 2015). In this sense, Karwowski’s et al. (2015)
words on the relationship between creativity and education
are enlightening:

“Since the beginning of creativity theory, the educational side
of creativity has been at the heart of scholars’ thinking and
research (p. 165). However, to help teachers stimulate creativity
effectively, a better understanding of mechanisms underlying
creativity is necessary (p.166)”.

In the field of education and pedagogy, creativity can be
defined as “purposive imaginative activity generating outcomes
that are original and valuable in relation to the learner” (Cremin
et al., 2013; see also Craft et al., 2014).

We believe also that a thorough reflection on the tools used
in the educational dialogue to stimulate the creative process is
even more necessary because it ties together relational processes,
cognitive processes and the instrument’s own characteristics (in
terms of potential and risks). Physical objects, digital tools,
and “materials” in general thus become our specific object
of investigation. Moreover, thanks to the massive entrance
of technological devices in all aspects of our everyday life,
it is important that the concept of creativity is rethought
considering these elements.

1https://oxfordre.com/education/view/10.1093/acrefore/9780190264093.001.
0001/acrefore-9780190264093-e-383

CREATIVITY AND INTERACTION WITH
THE PHYSICAL WORLD DURING
INDIVIDUAL PSYCHO-SOCIAL
DEVELOPMENT

In order to better understand how technology can be connected
to creativity in a developmental perspective, it is useful to go back
to the contribution of relevant authors in the field who underline
that the interaction with the physical world is fundamental in
structuring cognitive processes.

Children explore the world around them by relying on their
sensorimotor functions: in their infancy (from a few months
to when they enter kindergarten) the hands are the main
channel for acquiring knowledge. Children point, handle, touch,
taste, smell, and manipulate while understanding an object’s
features and functions.

As time goes by, adults do not spend the same amount
of time in pointing, reaching, touching and manipulating, but
the manipulative acts in the physical world become internal
processes, cognitive functions and neural structures: an action is
no more run in the physical world, but is simulated in the virtual
space represented by the mind (Smith and Gasser, 2005).

Even if these functions become virtual, the use of hands and of
the body as a whole remains fundamental: the physical world is
mirrored on the cognitive side and the dynamic interaction at the
edge of physical and cognitive is a resource for various cognitive
processes, including creativity.

Piaget (1952, 1964), whose theorization analyzed in detail
how children develop their cognition, recognizes a fundamental
role for the interaction with the physical universe in shaping
development at a cognitive level. In his well-known definitions
of assimilation and adaptation, what comes from the external
world is important also in terms of physical interaction.
In this perspective, cognitive processes emerge with doing
and interacting.

Vygotsky (1978), on the other hand, underlined the role of
context in shaping learning and development, because, in his
opinion, cognitive development is the result of an interaction
between the child and the social context he/she is immersed
in. The cognitive functions of a growing child are built from
what happens in their social interactions (consider for example
language and thought). Even if for this author the physical world
is shaded, it is anyway out of doubt that social interactions
happen and are mediated by physical interactions, especially
during childhood.

Bruner (1961), in his theory, took some elements from Piaget,
i.e., the learner active involvement and from Vygotsky, i.e., the
importance of social context. Then he formulated an approach
to learning cognitive development which is defined as cultural.
Bruner’s learning theory states that it is a complex activity where
we can recognize three underlying interacting processes: (1)
acquisition of information, (2) transformation of information in
a new form that allows problem solving and (3) checking the
efficacy of this transformation.

Bruner gives central importance to culture and to the active
participation of children for their cognitive development. Bruner
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in fact stated that “the active participation in the learning process
by the child might result in the following hypothesized benefits:
an increase in intellectual potency so as to make the acquired
information more readily viable in problem solving, the action of
the learning activities in terms of the intrinsic reward of discovery
itself (as contrasted with the drive-reduction model of learning),
learning the heuristics of discovery, and making material more
readily accessible in memory” (Bruner, 1961, p. 21).

Starting from Bruner, other authors in the cognitive field
have stressed this issue; in their contribution Papert (1980)
and Jonassen (1994) underline the active role of the people
who get to understand their experience by exploiting cultural
tools in a context. In this approach, which has been named
in constructionism, “meaningful learning” (Jonassen et al.,
2008) and “discovery learning” (Papert and Harel, 1991) are
important conceptual contributions and cannot be neglected
when reflecting on creativity and technology.

More recently, the perspective of embodied and situated
cognition (Clark, 1998; Shapiro, 2019) puts the concept of action
at the center together with physical interaction. In embodied
cognition theory, the organism with its sensory and motor
apparatus interacts with the external environment and structures
its cognitive processes through this interaction. This means that
the body, by means of its continuous exchange with the world,
both physical and social, determines how cognition develops. The
motor and the perceptual apparatus allow the constant flow of
information between the internal and external side that sediment
in the cognitive processes.

For the situated learning theories (Clancey, 1995) the
theoretical core is that the subject (who knows) cannot be
considered as different and separated from the object (what is
known). Moreover this process does not happen in a vacuum,
but in a context defined by social constraints (Rambusch, 2006).
Along with this approach, it is important to underline that the
body is a relevant medium of exchange between person and
context. This argument dates back to Piaget.

For Piaget and his seminal theory, the body is the first
instrument, in terms of time and of importance, to get to know
the world. Indeed in his theory, the sensorimotor stage is the
first phase in which children both with typical and atypical
development exploit his/her body to explore the environment.
More recently the contribution by Galperin (1969, 1989) supports
the idea that body is fundamental for mind: the mental object-
oriented activity derives from the object-oriented activity which
is run in the physical world, at the beginning. In brief, the
physical manipulation of tangible objects is the starting point of
what is later internalized and becomes human thought. Galperin’s
approach has been considered by the later contribution of
Rambusch and Ziemke (2005) as a bridge, a connection between
situated learning and embodied cognition theories.

Using Rambush and Ziemke words, we can say that “the
embodied cognition is in many aspects a very social process,
and that embodied social process such as mimicry and imitation
are significant for social relations as they help people connect,
making it possible for them to communicate and to understand
each other.” The work of Roth (2002) falls perfectly in this
trace. In fact he showed that gestures are not only a reflection

of what has been learnt but also contribute to new acquisition,
because they have the function to communicate to the external
world together with helping to make things clearer and more
understandable for the speaker itself.

In the field of education science, relevant approaches
have been affirmed along the years which hold, at their
core, the importance of child-active involvement. Let us
consider the Montessori (2013) approach, which suggests using
methodologies where children are at the center, acting with
special materials that stimulate child senses, for example, smelling
jars, the broad stair and the pink tower. Children play with
these materials in a way that promote their independence in
learning and their problem-solving ability, together with peer
cooperation. This leads to an active education methodology that
can be fruitfully applied in the acquisition of cognitive and social
skills, including creativity.

In this approach, the hands play a fundamental role. In
Montessori’s (1995) words, hands are instruments of intelligence,
they become an extension of thought and can become a vehicle
to stimulate creativity, confirming what has been said about
Embodied Cognition. In our opinion, the described contributions
underlying the importance of the body in exploring and acquiring
knowledge about the word have important implications in
the field of education and in the development of creativity.
As underlined by Stanciu (2015), the core ideas of embodied
cognition can have a notable effect on the discussion on creativity
in cognitive science, especially in the domain of everyday
creativity, the little-c, but also with the forms which result in
culturally relevant, highly regarded products and artifacts (e.g.,
Kaufman and Beghetto, 2009).

We therefore believe that creativity can be stimulated keeping
in mind the contribution from Embodied Cognition theory,
allowing to exploit the process in which the body and the
environment can shape creativity. Creativity in the Embodied
Cognition framework can help us to understand the impact that
physical and body activities have on creative thinking, also on
typical and atypical development. This means that techniques
based on Embodied Cognition can foster a creative output.

In the next section we will introduce some tools and
methods used to enhance creativity in children, based on the
described theoretical framework. Moreover we will introduce, in
section “Fostering emotion recognition to stimulate creativity by
technology in children with Autistic Spectrum Disorder (ASD)”,
a possible application of the tools and methods used to stimulate
creativity in children with Autistic Spectrum Disorder as reported
in section “Methods to enhance creativity in children: playing
implies learning in a creative way”.

METHODS TO ENHANCE CREATIVITY IN
CHILDREN: PLAYING IMPLIES
LEARNING IN A CREATIVE WAY

“We can identify creative processes in children at the very earliest
ages, especially in their play. A child who sits astride a stick and
pretends to be riding a horse; a little girl who plays with a doll
and imagines she is its mother; a boy who in his games becomes
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a pirate, a soldier, or a sailor, all these children at play represent
examples of the most authentic, truest creativity. (. . .) A child’s
play is not simply a reproduction of what he has experienced,
but a creative reworking of the impressions he has acquired”
(Vygotsky, 1967; Engl. Transl., 2004, p. 11). We can start our
discourse from this relationship between creativity and play
identified by Vygotsky. That is also our argument: stimulating
play can stimulate learning, and both imply creative processes.
More specifically, to learn by exploring reality (objects, rules
and roles, questions, problems) is a process involving curiosity,
flexibility, divergent thinking, and risk-taking, all of which are
creative processes.

During the entire developmental arc, from birth to elder age,
playing a game stimulates the player to start a challenge, either
cognitive (card games, board games, role games) or physical
(competition in sport, dancing, fine manipulative activities). This
challenge leads the player to learn something (or to exercise
already acquired abilities), and so playing a game can be a good
approach to transferring some knowledge or skill at every age
(Dell’Aquila et al., 2016).

What we have said about games in general is also valid for
digital games. These have become very widespread nowadays
and are often used in a game-based learning approach. Indeed
Tobias et al. (2014) in their fundamental review on this issue
have shown that using video and computer games is an effective
way to enhance the cognitive processes underlying learning. This
effectiveness is strengthened if game design and instructional
design are integrated to exploit at the maximum level the
motivating features of games. In fact, games are exceptionally
good at involving people and increasing their motivation to solve
problems, promoting learning (Kapp, 2012).

Along with game-based learning, technology-enhanced
learning (TEL), technology-enabled learning or technology-
enhanced education (TEE) are a wide ensemble of educational
methodologies based on digital technologies that give importance
to interactivity in the learning process, active experience and
collaborative knowledge building (Goodyear and Retalis, 2010).

TEL includes Serious games, Augmented Reality, Educational
Robotics and Multiplayer Virtual Worlds, educational
technologies, e-learning, technology-enhanced classrooms,
etc. TEL can be used to design and implement different kinds
of technology-supported learning that is strongly activity-based.
In fact TEL has some relevant features that can be fruitfully
employed to stimulate cognitive processes: interactivity,
collaboration, communication, personalization, etc.

TEL allows children to have more control of their own
cognitive processes, to build up knowledge, and become part
of the teaching process, both individually and as a group.
Indeed collaboration between peers becomes relevant and
can be very well supported in a TEL context. This means
that TEL can lead to really engaging learning experiences
where different tools can be used to build personalized
learning pathways. As children today are more and more
exposed to and attracted by technologies, TEL can exploit this
attractive power.

The introduction of TEL can effectively exploit students’
potential in a tailored scenario, and motivate children through

creativity and customized resources. On the educator side, this
means that they modify their pedagogy and educational models
to make education an active process.

Game-based learning (with digital games) and technology-
enhanced learning are two methodological approaches that
strongly rely on digital elements, but they do not neglect physical
materials. In particular there are some technologies that allow the
bridging of these sides (Figure 2).

In this paper we support the use of technological tools in
education, but we should be aware that there is also the danger
of an excessive or distorted use of technology in educational
processes (Desmurget, 2019). In our opinion children should use
technology accompanied by someone (an adult or a peer), which
promotes and frames the process of knowledge building with
technology (Ponticorvo et al., 2018b).

In the next subsection we will introduce some of the processes
that can be employed to integrate physical and digital materials.

Bridging Physical and Digital Materials:
TUI and Smart Objects
In recent years, the progress made in the technological field
has enabled the possibility of more interfaces. Interfaces allow
the joining of two different entities, two separate domains. In
the field of information science and what is interesting for the
present paper, some interfaces are particularly relevant: the TUI,
tangible user interfaces (Blackwell et al., 2007; Ishii, 2008). In this
case what is joined is the edge between the digital and physical
dimensions so as that a user can interact with information
(or data) at the digital level by interacting with the physical
environment—for example manipulating tangible objects at a
cognitive level (which is very relevant), as we have seen in the
previous section.

If we consider the education field, allowing the connection
between physical and digital dimensions offers new opportunities
under the approach of TEL. It is possible, in fact, to integrate
tangible and physical materials traditionally used in education
into a new life in the digital universe. This way educational
materials such as logic blocks, cards, counting chips, rods,
manipulatives in general, etc. (Di Fuccio et al., 2015, 2016;
Ferrara et al., 2016; Ponticorvo et al., 2018a,b, 2019) become
Smart Objects (Kortuem et al., 2009). A Smart Object can
have sensors and processors that, thanks to software, can be in

FIGURE 2 | New approaches to foster creativity.
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connection and process information together with other objects
and with the user.

In sum, Smart Objects are computationally enhanced versions
of everyday objects that can also process data, exploit sensors
to get information and affect their environment; moreover
they can be connected one with the other thanks to the
Internet, generating an Internet of Things (IoT). IoT (Li et al.,
2015) and Smart Objects technologies have been introduced in
the educational domain, offering opportunities and challenges
(Domínguez and Ochoa, 2017). Indeed the technological tools
can widen the space and time devoted to education, can
overcome barriers and open new educational pathways, but
this introduction must follow an educational framework that
prevents the drawbacks and threats of technology in education
(Selwyn, 2016; Collins and Halverson, 2018). Using Tangible
User Interfaces (TUI) allows the physical embodiment of digital
information, extending the accessibility of objects in the physical
world (including tangible materials and active surfaces) which
allows the joining together of the digital world and physical
objects (see Figure 2).

TUI, Smart objects, and manipulatives represent the
technological tools and instruments through which it is possible
to put into practice the described approaches of game-based
learning and technology-enhanced learning, based on the
pedagogical approaches that value the active construction of
knowledge and the psychological theories described above
that give importance to active interactions with the physical
world for framing cognition. This is represented in Figure 2,
where it is possible to find a sketch of the connections between
these three elements.

In the next section we will describe the application of
these principles in a case-study where technology is used to
stimulate creativity through its emotional side in a non-verbal
participant with autism.

FOSTERING EMOTION RECOGNITION
TO STIMULATE CREATIVITY BY
TECHNOLOGY IN CHILDREN WITH
AUTISTIC SPECTRUM DISORDER (ASD)

As hinted at in the introduction, creativity is connected with
the emotional sphere. Emotional competence (Saarni, 1999)
refers to the ability to deal effectively with emotions, in
terms of understanding others’ emotions, expressing appropriate
emotions in a certain context, and regulating them in order to
adapt to specific situations. Positive emotional states can increase
creativity (Fredrickson et al., 2003), leading to the production of
more ideas, even if these ideas aren’t necessarily more original.
Also, negative emotions like sadness, anger, and disappointment
can help the individual to generate more ideas.

Creativity and emotions are strongly connected in children
that have a typical development, as shown by different studies.
Fluidity, an aspect that describes the production of a good
number of ideas, and flexibility, producing original ideas, appear
to have a significant link to emotional competence (Sánchez-Ruiz

et al., 2011; Hoffmann and Russ, 2012). If we consider a non-
normative population, such as children with Autism Spectrum
Disorder, there are some studies that focus on creativity and show
that these children can have a high degree of creativity, together
with some difficulties related to emotional competence.

Recent studies have shown that for people with ASD
video-modeling is particularly effective. Video-modeling is a
methodology, integrated with technology, whose functioning is
based on learning by observation and imitation. This means that
children exposed to video-modeling, starting from the digital
material represented by the video, can reproduce what they see
with their own bodies, acting on the physical side.

Video-modeling, in more detail, consists in the observation
of a video, in which a model shows a target behavior, and the
subsequent imitation of that model. A lot of individuals with
autism benefit from visually cued instructions (Frith, 2003).
Moreover, studies indicated that video-modeling is effective for
learning emotional skills: this methodology can support children
with autism to recognize emotions and to perceive and respond
appropriately to facial expressions (Axe and Evans, 2012; Chen
et al., 2016).

Individuals with ASD often present difficulties in the
expressive behavior of their emotions, especially in modulating
the expression of their face based on the affective state
experienced. The expression of emotions is sometimes
absent, sometimes ambiguous; in addition, individuals
with ASD experience major difficulties in recognizing and
interpreting emotional expressions in others. Difficulties in
emotion expression and recognition can lead to frustration
and dysfunctional behaviors. Furthermore, the poor
understanding of one’s emotional state can influence the
creative capacities of a child.

Method
In this paper we describe a methodological approach to fostering
creativity acting on the emotional side, by video-modeling. The
goal was helping a child with ASD to learn and develop emotional
skills, particularly the communication of their own and others’
emotional states, and to verify if the acquisition of emotion
recognition was useful for fostering creativity in a drawing task.
The chosen methodological design is a multiple baseline across
behaviors, A-B-A type, commonly used in ABA treatments. This
research design A-B-A belongs to the single-case study where
with letter A we intend the baseline condition, whereas the
letter B indicates the treatment condition. With an example:
A is a situation of anxiety; B is the treatment for reducing
anxiety. We identify a real effect of the treatment when the curve
undergoes a significant change. The treatment phase starts when
the behavior is stable. The target behavior is measured during
both phases and results are then compared. Some variants of AB
experimental design can foresee a stricter control on variables
to have stronger conclusions. With ABA (also called reversal
design), in this context, we refer to a research design built on
AB that then integrates a follow-up phase after the treatment that
includes repeated measures (Horner et al., 2005). The participant
was a 6-year-old child with a mild-level condition of Autism
Spectrum Disorder.
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During the intervention, the following target behaviors were
identified:

- To show correctly an emotional state through the change
of face expressions; for emotion facial expression, reference
was made to the theory by Ekman and Friesen (2003), as it
provided useful guidance in experiments on emotion.

- To properly label an emotional state, therefore recognizing
and naming an own emotional state.

- To correctly label an emotional state experienced
by others, therefore recognizing and naming the
emotional state shown by others through facial expression
and vocalization.

The categories of emotions selected for the intervention were
joy, anger and surprise: these emotions can vary in intensity but
are universally recognized and expressed in the same way.

The baseline sessions allowed the tracing of the baseline
for the child, whereas the intervention consisted of a video-
modeling session.

Data were collected using the traditional procedure of the
Momentary Time Sample Recording (MTSR) (Powell et al.,
1975) that is to correctly show the emotional state of joy
through the change of the face. MTSR is a data-recording
technique that is usually used when the observed behavior is not
easily quantifiable.

Results
Results indicated that video-modeling was effective for the
acquisition of social and emotional behavior skills in children
with ASD, and this led to an improvement of creativity as shown
in drawing. The task given to the child consists of recognizing the
appropriate emotion and drawing the expression of the mouth
to fit the picture, considering all the elements in the face (eyes,
eyebrows, nose and signs on cheeks).

In fact, as it is possible to observe in Figure 3, compared
with the children’s drawing before and after the video-modeling
intervention, children were able to recognize the emotions and
to reproduce them in a more appropriate and richer way in their
productive drawing.

Figure 3 shows the ability to recognize emotions by the
child with ASD is ameliorated between BEFORE (on the left)
and AFTER (on the right) the treatment with video-modeling.
We can observe that discrimination of emotion is better on
the right, where the drawn mouth is more coherent with
the face elements.

The present study represents a first example of the application
of the core ideas of this paper to stimulate creative processes in
children with atypical developmental trajectories. It has many
limitations that will be overcome with the definition of a research
methodology to be applied to a wider group of participants, and
also to children with typical development.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Creativity has both a cognitive and emotional side and it
is strongly connected with the materials that are employed

FIGURE 3 | Drawing by the children before (left) and after (right) the
video-modeling intervention.

during creative processes. In this paper we have tried to
put together these dimensions to propose methodologies
and tools that can be used to stimulate creativity in
children. In particular we have shown that educational
materials that involve both digital and physical materials,
at the edge between these domains, can be particularly
effective in having positive effects on creativity mediated
by cognitive functions and emotional processes: this
happens through the body and the interactions it has with
the physical world.

Moreover, we have introduced some useful indications
deriving from intervention in a non-normative sample, that is
children with ASD. It is also possible to observe in this case that
creativity can be improved by stimulating emotional competence
and this can be done using materials that bridge digital and
physical borders. The reported study is only the starting point
of a validation pathway that will cover research on children
with typical development, adults and elder people. In fact,
these results will be further challenged by widening the sample
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involved in the experiment, proposing more interventions
with different materials and trying this methodology
on other groups in different phases of development. In
particular, as elderly people can benefit from creativity
stimulating intervention, the next step will involve aged
people with and without impairments. The experimental
design will also be enriched so as to study these
wider samples longitudinally and transversally, and
experimental protocols will be introduced to have a stronger
control over variables.

Creativity can be a resource for everyone in every phase of life:
stimulating it with physical and digital materials can be effective.
The present study showed an example of how to follow this route,
which will be further investigated and developed.
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